
                          
 
 
 

MINUTES 
 

Forum Meeting 
Date: 07 February 2017 Time: 1900 Venue: VMR400 Training Room 

 
Attendance – As per signed register 
Minute Taker Glenn Norris 

New Members Enya Chong – Red Crew, Andrew McPhee – Red Crew, Philip Ruthven – Yellow Crew, 
Steve McCosker – Green Crew 

Apologies from the floor Martin Walsh, Merv Handley, Michael Quirke, Sean O’Hanlon, Chris Hargreaves, Alan Coy 
 
 

 Presentations 
MAR Certificates – Various 
 
Ben Brackin 
Karl Brandt 
Tim Hutchison 

 
 
10 year Service plaque 
10 year Service plaque 
10 year Service plaque 
 

MOMENTS IN HISTORY Greg Turner gave a presentation on the history of VMR vessels. There have been 20 
vessels in the fleet since 1969. 
Interesting facts – 
 
The last 4 vessels purchased cost $700,000 
This amount is greater than the first 15 vessels purchased 
Marine Rescue 1 at $260,000 is more than was paid for the first 12 boats combined. 
The cost of Marine Rescue 1 in 2005 was the same as what it cost to build the VMR 
Base in 1987. 
Out of the fleet of 20 vessels, 13 have been Shark Cat / Noosa Cat design. 
 

 
3.0 Previous Minutes 
3.1 MOVED THAT the minutes of the Forum meeting of 6 December 2016 be accepted as a true and 

accurate record. 
 PROPOSED   Rob Sinclair          SECONDED  Alan Curtis                                           MOTION CARRIED 
 
 

5.0 Crew Reports 
5.1 Green 

Tim Hutchison 
3 crews since last meeting. 1st crew 16/12/16. 12 crew in attendance. Glenn Norris filled in. 
Very busy crew. 1st job in evening was to tow a 53ft charter vessel from the Marine Stadium to 
Mariners Cove. On Saturday morning, the Straddie taxi sunk offshore of the Seaway. MR2 and 
MR4 attended and eventually towed the vessel back to the Spit boatramp. 
Whilst having lunch a Pan Pan radio call was heard, relating to a female who had been thrown 
from a small vessel and had propeller laceration injuries near Australia Fair. 3 VMR vessels 
attended and retrieved the female from the water with a laceration to her arm. She was treated 
on board MR3 and transported to the Sundale boat ramp where QAS were waiting. 
Transported to hospital. 
Another small tow in the afternoon. 
Around 1530 received a call from the Currigee Ranger in relation to a female who was having 
a reaction to a jellyfish sting. MR1 attended with a 1st Responder where it was decided the lady 
needed to be transported to hospital. Due to the very low tide MR3 was seconded to transfer 
the lady from the beach to MR1. Transported to VMR pontoon where QAS were waiting to 
treat. 



 
5.0 Crew Reports 

Very good crew. All enjoyed. 
2nd Crew – 06/01/17. 12 crew in attendance. At 1700 activated by QAS to a male who had 
lacerated his hand at Currigee. MR1 transported Paramedics, however, patient could not be 
located. After much too and froing in comms with QAS the patient was found north of Tipplers. 
MR1 proceeded to Tipplers and transported patient back to VMR. Encountered a severe rain 
storm on return journey, just another challenge to the activation, along with the difficult to deal 
with patient. 
A night time Offshore Skippers assessment was also conducted for Steve Phillips and Guy 
Coubrough. 
Lots of training on crew, but only 2 activations up until approximately 1500 when QPS 
requested assistance to transport Police Officers and Paramedics to an incident occurring near 
Sovereign Is. A male was in a siege situation with Police. White crew eventually replaced 
Green Crew on this job as the activation lasted nearly 8 hours. Marine Rescue 1 was a 
standby vessel. 
Good crew, weather a little ordinary. 
3rd Crew – 27/01/17 12 on crew. Glenn Norris filled in. 
Very busy. Started the crew with an assist to tow a 52ft vessel from a sandbank near Tipplers. 
Job went well as vessel was nearly floating on arrival. Passengers were very impressed with 
the professionalism of VMR and 1 passenger made a very large donation, along with sending 
in a very obliging thank you letter. Several other tows throughout the day in the local area. 
Around lunchtime a vessel east of Currumbin requested a tow back to the Seaway. MR2 
attended to this.  At approximately 1600 a call was received from the Seaway Tower in relation 
to a 38ft vessel taking water on the 24 fathom reef east of the Seaway. MR2 attended with 
pump equipment and successfully pumped enough water to allow an engine to remain 
running, allowing the vessel to return to Runaway bay under its own steam. The ship lift at 
Runaway Bay Marina was waiting to lift the vessel where it was found that a stern gland seal 
had ruptured causing the water leak. Very lucky situation. Major problems with Coastguard on 
this activation. Great crew, enjoyed by all. 

5.2 White 
Dave Macdonald 

3 crews this month. 1st crew 17/12/16. 9 crew in attendance. Very busy day. 
5 standard activations during the day, all tows in the local area. At approximately 1540 on 
Sunday received a phone call from Qld Fire re a jetski on fire near Browns inlet. We picked up 
Firies at Runaway Bay and proceeded to fire, however, vessel was well alight and nothing 
could be done to save it. The cause was unknown, however, the vessel had an engine made 
of magnesium, which proved very difficult to extinguish. Lots of foam was required. Good crew. 
Everyone enjoyed. 
2nd crew 07/01/17. 11 crew members on duty. Commenced the crew with a continuing 
activation from Green Crew where we were required to standby with QPS and QAS Officers to 
assist in a siege type situation that Police were dealing with. This lasted until 2230hrs until we 
were stood down. 
On Sunday morning, a charter boat called to advise they had a seasick person aboard that 
required medical attention. VMR attended and bought the person back to shore.  
Had 4 other routine tows during the day. Good crew. 
3rd crew – 28/01/17 10 people on crew. New member Jamie started on crew. Very busy day. 
8 tow jobs in total, all in the local area. No outstanding jobs to speak of but the crew kept very 
busy. Good crew. Enjoyed by all. 

5.3 Red 
Alan Curtis  

3 crews since last meeting. 1st crew 09/12/16. 10 crew in attendance. Had to deliver Santa 
Claus to Isle of Capri shopping centre in the morning. Also had a dispersal with 3 vessels for 
life member Joan Andersen on Saturday morning. Had 5 other tow jobs during the day. Very 
good crew, enjoyed by all. 
2nd Crew – 30/12/16. 9 crew in attendance. Welcomed new member Enya to Red Crew. 
Had a busy day, 6 activations including 2 groundings as well as several training runs. No out of 
the ordinary jobs, but another enjoyable crew. 
3rd crew 20/01/17 – 8 crew in attendance. Greg Turner came in to assist. Started crew on 
Friday night with a tow from Carters Bank to Sovereign Island. Only 2 other activations for the 
crew, with a couple of training runs. Very windy day, but good crew. 

5.4 Yellow 
Peter Barker 

3 crews this month. 1st crew 10/12/16. Only 9 on crew. Moderately busy day. 
Started crew with a Water Police request to assist in the search for person missing after a 
small tinnie overturned. Person was located all good after a short time. 
Had a large yacht aground at Wavebreak Island which was successfully ungrounded. 
Mid morning, received  call of a speed boat which had sunk. VMR managed to pump it out and 
return to the boat ramp. Owner very happy as vessel could now be repaired. Good crew. 
Everyone enjoyed. 
2nd crew 26/12/16. 10 on crew. Very quiet until mid morning then hit with a flurry of jobs. 5 in 
the afternoon. All tow jobs but to various locations around the coast. Very good crew. Crew 
worked very well. 
3rd crew 21/01/17 – Very busy crew. 13 crew in attendance. 
Had a job to move a broken down houseboat from Hope Island Marina to the Boatworks in the 
morning. Job went well. 
In the afternoon received a call that the Seaworld Whalewatch vessel had run aground in the 
Aldershots. This took all VMR vessels in excess of 3 hours to remove the passengers and 
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5.0 Crew Reports 

return them to Seaworld. 2 unsuccessful attempts were made to unground the vessel. We later 
heard it was a stand in Skipper at the helm. Crew worked very well given the circumstances. 
Good day had by all. 

5.5 Black  
Guy Coubrough 

4 crews this month. 1st crew 23/12/16 11 on crew. Very busy day.8 jobs 
In the evening had to tow a vessel that the Water Police had recovered from being stolen. The 
next morning the same vessel had to be relocated in Runaway Bay Marina when a pen 
became available. Had several long tows on the crew. Lots of vessel time for all crew. 
Also had Paul Butler join this crew. 
2nd crew 02/01/17 – 9 on crew. Very busy day. All 6 jobs very long tows, Tipplers to Southport, 
Runaway Bay to Broadbeach Waters. Had a QAS job in the morning. Very hot day and male 
became affected by the heat, so needed treatment by QAS. 
Assisted a couple of people on a jetski whose brand new vessel appeared to blow an engine. 
Very cranky people, not with VMR. Very good crew, kept busy all day. 
3rd crew – 13/01/17 – 13 on crew. Jo Schon filled in. Busy day again. 
2 jumpstarts on Friday night at Wavebreak Island. In the morning while proceeding to a job, 
MR4 was flagged down to assist a tender that had capsized near the Seaway with 2 people in 
the water. Very lucky the people weren’t swept out of the Seaway on the outgoing tide. In the 
afternoon were called to assist Coastguard with a vessel that rolled near the Deep Hole. On 
arrival Coastguard basically gave VMR the job and disappeared. We towed the vessel to the 
beach, bailed out all the water, the towed to the vessel to the owners pontoon at Runaway 
Bay.  
Very good crew. Enjoyed by all. 
4th crew – 03/02/17 – 11 on crew. Not a real busy day.3 tows mid morning from Seaway area 
to Runaway Bay. 
In the afternoon received a call from the Jetski Safari to say they had a rider who had hurt her 
back and was dropping in and out of consciousness in the water. QAS were contacted, picked 
up at the Grand Jetty and transported to the scene at Tipplers. The patient was a 15yo female 
who was treated and then transported to hospital with a suspect spinal injury. Very good crew. 
Look forward to the next one. 

5.6 Blue 
Andrew Milne 

3 crews this month. 1st crew Boxing Day 26/12/16. Weather very ordinary. Only 1 job for the 
whole day, and that was only a jump start. Lots of training to keep the crew busy. Had 12 crew 
in attendance. 
2nd crew – 14/01/17. 11 crew on duty. Much busier day than last crew. 6 jobs for the day 
including having to put a 40ft yacht into a berth at SYC, after it had broken down the previous 
day. Tide and current was difficult in the Marina. Had a couple of long tows, Aldershots to 
Parklands boat ramp, and, Isle of Capri to Sorrento. Very enjoyable crew. 
3rd crew 04/02/17. 14 on crew. Extremely busy day. 
Unfortunately MR1 broke down on Saturday night and MR3 was off water. Very difficult with 
only 2 boats as weather was perfect. Did 10 jobs for day. All boaties were very generous and 
we had a big donation day. 
Had a vessel breakdown at Cook Island and require a tow back to the Seaway. VMR 
Currumbin were contacted and they picked up the tow to meet MR2 near Broadbeach. As the 
tow rope was disconnected to change the tow to the Southport vessel. The engine of the 
broken down vessel started and the vessel could motor on its own. Very frustrating job. All 
other jobs were long tows and the whole crew was very tired by the end of the day but lots of 
good fun. 
 

5.7 Callouts 
Glenn Norris  

Been very very busy. Thank you again to all who have assisted with call out jobs. 
Thank you also to those people who crewed on the New Year and Australia Day crews. 

5.8 Special Crews – 
New Years Eve 
Alan Curtis Duty 
Skipper  
 

Only 7 crew in attendance but a very good crew. 
Rob Sinclair started the crew with a tow of a vessel all the way to Lake intrepid. Was a 3 hour 
tow. 
Were tasked by Water Police to be the safety vessel at the Paradise Point fireworks at 2100. 
All went well. VMR had 3 vessels in attendance. 
At 0300 on New Years Morning were tasked by Water Police to assist with the transfer of 177 
passengers from a ferry that ran aground in the Aldershots. The vessel was returning from the 
Rave Party at McLarens Landing. MR1, MR2, and MR4 attended and safely removed all 
passengers to another ferry waiting in the Main Channel. Very well executed job. 
Very little sleep for the crew that evening. 
Just a couple of jobs during the day. At approximately 1530 a jetski rider arrived at the Base 
advising of a serious jetski accident on the Spit beach, Marine Rescue 2 and Marine Rescue 4 
attended to treat a male adult and male child who had been hit from behind by another jetski. 
Multiple Police and QAS crews attended. Patients had soft tissue injuries. Good experience for 
First Responder trainee Annie as adult patient proved quite difficult to deal with, until dealt with 
by QPS. 
Special thanks to those crew members who attended this day. 

5.9 Australia Day 
Crew 26/1/17 
Peter Barker 

6 crew in attendance. 
No jobs in the evening, however, by 0400, the boat ramps were starting to fill due to the 
favourable forecast. Had 1st job, a tow of a jetski at around 0800. At 1005 a jetski rider 
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5.0 Crew Reports 

Duty Skipper arrived at the VMR pontoon with another injured rider aboard. He had been hit in the back 
by another jetski. QAS were called, Water Police attended. The patient was treated on the 
pontoon before being transported to hospital with a suspected spinal injury. 
Several other activations throughout the day, tows of broken down vessels around the 
local area. Another very good crew and thank you to those members who attended. 
Were tasked to assist the Water Police as a safety boat at the Broadwater Parklands 
fireworks in the evening, however, were stood down. 

 
6.0 Management Reports Action/Outcome Officer 
6.1 TREASURER Presented a Financial Report for last 2 months. Doing 

very well. Fuel still the greatest expense. 
Keep up the great work. 

John Kaus 

6.2 SECRETARY Nothing to report. Everything going well. Diana Gibson 
6.3 VICE PRESIDENT Not present Martin Walsh 
6.4 SEARCH & RESCUE 

COORDINATOR 
Not present, however Glenn advised that everything was 
going well. 

Merv Handley 

6.5 RADIO OPERATORS 
CONTROLLER 

Not present Bev Weldon 

6.6 COMMUICATIONS 
CONTROLLER 

No present John MacDonald 

6.7 OPERATIONS 
CONTROLLER 

It has been a massively busy time since our last meeting, 
especially since New Year’s Day. 
 
I would personally like to thank every single person who 
has contributed any time whatsoever in addition to their 
normal crew duties over this time. We have struggled at 
times, simply with the workload, however, we have gotten 
through unscathed, with no major damage to our vessels, 
or anyone else’s, and up until last weekend we hadn’t had 
any major problems with engines. Unfortunately for Blue 
Crew that couldn’t have come on a busier day. 
 
To put things in perspective VMR Southport have done 
202 job activations from December 1 to today, 7 February 
2017. 
 
Some of these jobs have been very notable and serious 
and there have been some very long distance jobs. It has 
certainly been the most diverse range of activations in my 
time with VMR. 
 
I would like you all to take the time to read a couple of 
letters that are pinned on the notice board in the Radio 
Room. They are just a couple of jobs done by crews 
where the customers have written letters of thanks for jobs 
well done. Its very pleasing to get these, even though we 
know most of the work we do is appreciated. I have had 
only one phone call of complaint that didn’t really warrant 
a response, so well done everyone. 
 
I also have an email from Gavin Peachey, the outgoing 
Officer in Charge of the Gold Coast Water Police thanking 
VMR for their assistance over his 12 months in the chair. 
The Gold Coast Water Police had no idea of the amount of 
jobs VMR Southport did. He wishes everyone well. There 
will be a temporary OIC for about a month. His name is 
Soren Widahl. In about a month or two there should be a 
permanent appointment. 
 
On the subject of calling Water Police, we discussed with 
them again the difficulties of making contact with them 
through Beenleigh Comms. I have had luck recently with 
the Police Link no. 131444.  It has been answered very 

Glenn Norris 
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6.0 Management Reports Action/Outcome Officer 

promptly and a Police Officer has then further contacted 
VMR very promptly. If you have trouble with Beenleigh 
Comms, try this number and see how you go. The 
Water Police have no issues with how you contact them, 
as long as you do if you feel Police are required. 
 
QAS have also been very appreciative, given the 
increased number of times they have required VMR 
assistance. 
 
The vessels have all run really well. 
 
MARINE RESCUE 1 is fixed now after the weekend - the 
propellor bush on the Port Motor failed, unfortunately 
rendering it no go. The mechanic repaired this yesterday 
and checked the starboard motor as well, replacing the 
prop bush on this as a precaution. 
The steering joystick alarm problem is now fixed also. 
Thank you for your patience with that, given repair parts 
had to be back-ordered.  The navigation screen on the 
drivers side has been replaced so everything should be 
good with that as well now. 
Everything else is good with MR1 
 
MARINE RESCUE 2 has run well. It was just getting its 
new engines fitted on the day of our December Forum 
meeting. It didn’t miss a beat over the holidays, and had 
its first service last week, along with a good high pressure 
clean and polish. 
The mast light has been replaced and is working again. 
Water got into the fitting on the old one and shorted it out. 
The old MR2 engines are still for sale if anyone is 
interested. The market just doesn’t want engines with as 
many hours as what those engines have. Its hard to get in 
peoples minds that they are 4 stroke and they go a lot 
longer than old 2 strokes, so hours aren’t a big issue. I will 
keep trying to sell them anyway. 
 
MARINE RESCUE 3 - Unfortunately we have been 
plagued with punctures and leaks etc on the pontoons of 
this boat. It is off the water again now but will be going 
again for the weekend, hopefully.    As you are all aware 
Rex and his team of Bob Jordan, Merv Waters, Martin Lott 
and Roy did a mini refit on this a few weeks ago and it 
looks fantastic now. I keep getting comment after 
comment on how good it looks.  Please look after it and 
lets see if we can get another few years out of it. Great 
work guys 
 
MARINE RESCUE 4 - This hasn’t missed a beat since its 
new engines were fitted. It had its 1st service last week as 
well. 
We spoke at the Skippers Meeting a couple of weeks ago 
about getting this vessel antifouled due to the time it 
spends in the water and how dirty it gets. I will get that 
sorted over the next few weeks. 
The engine gauges on this have now been fixed to show 
speed and they are integrated with the GPS. 
 
Everyone is wearing the new crew shirts now - There are 
some complaints of them being hot, but given the wickedly 
hot weather we have had, that is to be expected, so let’s 
just see what happens when the weather cools down. 
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If anyone wants to buy more shirts I have plenty. See me 
later. Please don’t wear white shirts anymore. 
 
I am going to a State Meeting on the weekend and the 
VMRAQ Executive are meeting with the Coastguard 
Executive regarding the pros and cons of amalgamation. I 
will keep you posted on what transpires. 
 
Everything is going ok on that front. Gary Radford's vacant 
training position is currently being advertised. It is on 
SEEK if anyone wants to apply. There are some well and 
truly qualified people within this Squadron. 
 
Lots of lost property - Please have a look if anything is 
yours. 
 
The Sanctuary Cove and Gold Coast City Marina boat 
shows have been separated this year. I am currently 
working on the Gold Coast City Marina show on Friday 17 
- Sunday 19 March. If you can spare 4 hours for a shift let 
me know. Separating these should give us a great result if 
the weather is fine. We only have a static display at Gold 
Coast City Marina, no boat transports. 
 
I have been talking with Chris Hargreaves about repairing 
all the water drainage on the Lean Too. Water pours out of 
pipes when it rains, when it does rain, and we need to fix 
this ASAP. Unfortunately it will involve digging up lots of 
the pavers and the area will be a no go zone for a week or 
two, so please avoid the area when this happens. I will 
finalise this at the MC Meeting on Monday night. If my 
planned dates to fix this line up it may affect next months 
Forum Meeting, so I will keep you posted. 
 
Everything else seems to be going well. Once again 
thanks to everyone for the huge effort. 

6.8 COMMITTEE 
MEMBER 1 

Not present Alan Coy 

6.9 COMMITTEE 
MEMBER 2 

Not present Helen Stanfield 

6.10 PRESIDENT Thanked everyone for their efforts of late.. 
Nothing else to report 

Dave Macdonald  

6.11 UNIT TRAINING  
CO-ORDINATOR 

Gary Radford – State Training Officer has resigned. As a 
result of this the Coxswains revalidation has been postponed 
until the new Trainer commences. 
Requires all Duty Skippers to supply Ken with an audit of all 
Task Books, needs to happen ASAP. 
New 2017 Taskbook has been released by AMSA. Should 
be a lot more user friendly. New copies should be here next 
week. 
Would like to thank Mark Raff for supplying his Commercial 
vessel for crew members to mark of some Taskbook 
exercises. About 8 crewies participated 
Reiterated that any VMR Southport Skipper can sign off 
tasks in the Taskbook for members, however they must 
physically see the person perform the task. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ken Gibbs 
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7.0 GENERAL BUSINESS ACTION BY 
 Rex Scott   

Rex wants some members to step forward and assist with the gardens. A big effort has been 
made to get them where they are now. We have to maintain them with weed spraying etc. 
Summer has caused them to grow out of control, so a small bit of help will get them back to 
looking respectable 
 
Guy Coubrough  
The 2017 training schedule has been emailed to Duty Skippers. Could you please ensure 
you get a copy. 
An Elements of Shipboard Safety course starts 28 February. ALL new members should 
ensure they enrol and turn up for this element. 
Good luck with training in 2017. 
 
John Lang 
John advised of his involvement with editing the materials on the Go-Pros. Reminded people 
to study how to use these before they do. Lots of pictures of feet and sky etc. 
It was reminded to the meeting not to use Go-Pros when operating with QAS due to patient 
confidentiality. 

: 
 
Everyone! 
 
 
 
Webmaster 
 
New  
Recruits 

 
8.0 Lucky Door Prize –Steve McCosker 
 

Meeting Closed       2018 hours Next Meeting 1900 hrs on  Tuesday 07/03/17 
Minutes Signed           
 
Next Forum Minutes Keeper is – Glenn Norris 
Next Forum BBQ – BLACK  CREW 
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		1900

		Venue:

		VMR400 Training Room





		Attendance – As per signed register



		Minute Taker

		Glenn Norris



		New Members

		Enya Chong – Red Crew, Andrew McPhee – Red Crew, Philip Ruthven – Yellow Crew, Steve McCosker – Green Crew



		Apologies from the floor

		Martin Walsh, Merv Handley, Michael Quirke, Sean O’Hanlon, Chris Hargreaves, Alan Coy





		

		Presentations



		MAR Certificates – Various

Ben Brackin


Karl Brandt


Tim Hutchison

		10 year Service plaque

10 year Service plaque


10 year Service plaque






		MOMENTS IN HISTORY

		Greg Turner gave a presentation on the history of VMR vessels. There have been 20 vessels in the fleet since 1969.

Interesting facts –


The last 4 vessels purchased cost $700,000


This amount is greater than the first 15 vessels purchased


Marine Rescue 1 at $260,000 is more than was paid for the first 12 boats combined.


The cost of Marine Rescue 1 in 2005 was the same as what it cost to build the VMR Base in 1987.


Out of the fleet of 20 vessels, 13 have been Shark Cat / Noosa Cat design.








		3.0

		Previous Minutes



		3.1

		MOVED THAT the minutes of the Forum meeting of 6 December 2016 be accepted as a true and accurate record.



		

		PROPOSED   Rob Sinclair          SECONDED  Alan Curtis                                           MOTION CARRIED





		5.0

		Crew Reports



		5.1

		Green


Tim Hutchison

		3 crews since last meeting. 1st crew 16/12/16. 12 crew in attendance. Glenn Norris filled in.

Very busy crew. 1st job in evening was to tow a 53ft charter vessel from the Marine Stadium to Mariners Cove. On Saturday morning, the Straddie taxi sunk offshore of the Seaway. MR2 and MR4 attended and eventually towed the vessel back to the Spit boatramp.


Whilst having lunch a Pan Pan radio call was heard, relating to a female who had been thrown from a small vessel and had propeller laceration injuries near Australia Fair. 3 VMR vessels attended and retrieved the female from the water with a laceration to her arm. She was treated on board MR3 and transported to the Sundale boat ramp where QAS were waiting. Transported to hospital.


Another small tow in the afternoon.


Around 1530 received a call from the Currigee Ranger in relation to a female who was having a reaction to a jellyfish sting. MR1 attended with a 1st Responder where it was decided the lady needed to be transported to hospital. Due to the very low tide MR3 was seconded to transfer the lady from the beach to MR1. Transported to VMR pontoon where QAS were waiting to treat.


Very good crew. All enjoyed.


2nd Crew – 06/01/17. 12 crew in attendance. At 1700 activated by QAS to a male who had lacerated his hand at Currigee. MR1 transported Paramedics, however, patient could not be located. After much too and froing in comms with QAS the patient was found north of Tipplers. MR1 proceeded to Tipplers and transported patient back to VMR. Encountered a severe rain storm on return journey, just another challenge to the activation, along with the difficult to deal with patient.


A night time Offshore Skippers assessment was also conducted for Steve Phillips and Guy Coubrough.


Lots of training on crew, but only 2 activations up until approximately 1500 when QPS requested assistance to transport Police Officers and Paramedics to an incident occurring near Sovereign Is. A male was in a siege situation with Police. White crew eventually replaced Green Crew on this job as the activation lasted nearly 8 hours. Marine Rescue 1 was a standby vessel.


Good crew, weather a little ordinary.


3rd Crew – 27/01/17 12 on crew. Glenn Norris filled in.


Very busy. Started the crew with an assist to tow a 52ft vessel from a sandbank near Tipplers. Job went well as vessel was nearly floating on arrival. Passengers were very impressed with the professionalism of VMR and 1 passenger made a very large donation, along with sending in a very obliging thank you letter. Several other tows throughout the day in the local area. Around lunchtime a vessel east of Currumbin requested a tow back to the Seaway. MR2 attended to this.  At approximately 1600 a call was received from the Seaway Tower in relation to a 38ft vessel taking water on the 24 fathom reef east of the Seaway. MR2 attended with pump equipment and successfully pumped enough water to allow an engine to remain running, allowing the vessel to return to Runaway bay under its own steam. The ship lift at Runaway Bay Marina was waiting to lift the vessel where it was found that a stern gland seal had ruptured causing the water leak. Very lucky situation. Major problems with Coastguard on this activation. Great crew, enjoyed by all.



		5.2

		White


Dave Macdonald

		3 crews this month. 1st crew 17/12/16. 9 crew in attendance. Very busy day.

5 standard activations during the day, all tows in the local area. At approximately 1540 on Sunday received a phone call from Qld Fire re a jetski on fire near Browns inlet. We picked up Firies at Runaway Bay and proceeded to fire, however, vessel was well alight and nothing could be done to save it. The cause was unknown, however, the vessel had an engine made of magnesium, which proved very difficult to extinguish. Lots of foam was required. Good crew. Everyone enjoyed.


2nd crew 07/01/17. 11 crew members on duty. Commenced the crew with a continuing activation from Green Crew where we were required to standby with QPS and QAS Officers to assist in a siege type situation that Police were dealing with. This lasted until 2230hrs until we were stood down.


On Sunday morning, a charter boat called to advise they had a seasick person aboard that required medical attention. VMR attended and bought the person back to shore. 


Had 4 other routine tows during the day. Good crew.


3rd crew – 28/01/17 10 people on crew. New member Jamie started on crew. Very busy day.


8 tow jobs in total, all in the local area. No outstanding jobs to speak of but the crew kept very busy. Good crew. Enjoyed by all.



		5.3

		Red


Alan Curtis 

		3 crews since last meeting. 1st crew 09/12/16. 10 crew in attendance. Had to deliver Santa Claus to Isle of Capri shopping centre in the morning. Also had a dispersal with 3 vessels for life member Joan Andersen on Saturday morning. Had 5 other tow jobs during the day. Very good crew, enjoyed by all.

2nd Crew – 30/12/16. 9 crew in attendance. Welcomed new member Enya to Red Crew.


Had a busy day, 6 activations including 2 groundings as well as several training runs. No out of the ordinary jobs, but another enjoyable crew.


3rd crew 20/01/17 – 8 crew in attendance. Greg Turner came in to assist. Started crew on Friday night with a tow from Carters Bank to Sovereign Island. Only 2 other activations for the crew, with a couple of training runs. Very windy day, but good crew.



		5.4

		Yellow


Peter Barker

		3 crews this month. 1st crew 10/12/16. Only 9 on crew. Moderately busy day.

Started crew with a Water Police request to assist in the search for person missing after a small tinnie overturned. Person was located all good after a short time.


Had a large yacht aground at Wavebreak Island which was successfully ungrounded.


Mid morning, received  call of a speed boat which had sunk. VMR managed to pump it out and return to the boat ramp. Owner very happy as vessel could now be repaired. Good crew. Everyone enjoyed.


2nd crew 26/12/16. 10 on crew. Very quiet until mid morning then hit with a flurry of jobs. 5 in the afternoon. All tow jobs but to various locations around the coast. Very good crew. Crew worked very well.


3rd crew 21/01/17 – Very busy crew. 13 crew in attendance.

Had a job to move a broken down houseboat from Hope Island Marina to the Boatworks in the morning. Job went well.


In the afternoon received a call that the Seaworld Whalewatch vessel had run aground in the Aldershots. This took all VMR vessels in excess of 3 hours to remove the passengers and return them to Seaworld. 2 unsuccessful attempts were made to unground the vessel. We later heard it was a stand in Skipper at the helm. Crew worked very well given the circumstances. Good day had by all.



		5.5

		Black 


Guy Coubrough

		4 crews this month. 1st crew 23/12/16 11 on crew. Very busy day.8 jobs


In the evening had to tow a vessel that the Water Police had recovered from being stolen. The next morning the same vessel had to be relocated in Runaway Bay Marina when a pen became available. Had several long tows on the crew. Lots of vessel time for all crew.

Also had Paul Butler join this crew.


2nd crew 02/01/17 – 9 on crew. Very busy day. All 6 jobs very long tows, Tipplers to Southport, Runaway Bay to Broadbeach Waters. Had a QAS job in the morning. Very hot day and male became affected by the heat, so needed treatment by QAS.


Assisted a couple of people on a jetski whose brand new vessel appeared to blow an engine. Very cranky people, not with VMR. Very good crew, kept busy all day.


3rd crew – 13/01/17 – 13 on crew. Jo Schon filled in. Busy day again.


2 jumpstarts on Friday night at Wavebreak Island. In the morning while proceeding to a job, MR4 was flagged down to assist a tender that had capsized near the Seaway with 2 people in the water. Very lucky the people weren’t swept out of the Seaway on the outgoing tide. In the afternoon were called to assist Coastguard with a vessel that rolled near the Deep Hole. On arrival Coastguard basically gave VMR the job and disappeared. We towed the vessel to the beach, bailed out all the water, the towed to the vessel to the owners pontoon at Runaway Bay. 


Very good crew. Enjoyed by all.


4th crew – 03/02/17 – 11 on crew. Not a real busy day.3 tows mid morning from Seaway area to Runaway Bay.

In the afternoon received a call from the Jetski Safari to say they had a rider who had hurt her back and was dropping in and out of consciousness in the water. QAS were contacted, picked up at the Grand Jetty and transported to the scene at Tipplers. The patient was a 15yo female who was treated and then transported to hospital with a suspect spinal injury. Very good crew. Look forward to the next one.



		5.6

		Blue


Andrew Milne

		3 crews this month. 1st crew Boxing Day 26/12/16. Weather very ordinary. Only 1 job for the whole day, and that was only a jump start. Lots of training to keep the crew busy. Had 12 crew in attendance.

2nd crew – 14/01/17. 11 crew on duty. Much busier day than last crew. 6 jobs for the day including having to put a 40ft yacht into a berth at SYC, after it had broken down the previous day. Tide and current was difficult in the Marina. Had a couple of long tows, Aldershots to Parklands boat ramp, and, Isle of Capri to Sorrento. Very enjoyable crew.


3rd crew 04/02/17. 14 on crew. Extremely busy day.


Unfortunately MR1 broke down on Saturday night and MR3 was off water. Very difficult with only 2 boats as weather was perfect. Did 10 jobs for day. All boaties were very generous and we had a big donation day.


Had a vessel breakdown at Cook Island and require a tow back to the Seaway. VMR Currumbin were contacted and they picked up the tow to meet MR2 near Broadbeach. As the tow rope was disconnected to change the tow to the Southport vessel. The engine of the broken down vessel started and the vessel could motor on its own. Very frustrating job. All other jobs were long tows and the whole crew was very tired by the end of the day but lots of good fun.





		5.7

		Callouts

Glenn Norris


		Been very very busy. Thank you again to all who have assisted with call out jobs.

Thank you also to those people who crewed on the New Year and Australia Day crews.



		5.8

		Special Crews – New Years Eve

Alan Curtis Duty Skipper 




		Only 7 crew in attendance but a very good crew.


Rob Sinclair started the crew with a tow of a vessel all the way to Lake intrepid. Was a 3 hour tow.


Were tasked by Water Police to be the safety vessel at the Paradise Point fireworks at 2100. All went well. VMR had 3 vessels in attendance.


At 0300 on New Years Morning were tasked by Water Police to assist with the transfer of 177 passengers from a ferry that ran aground in the Aldershots. The vessel was returning from the Rave Party at McLarens Landing. MR1, MR2, and MR4 attended and safely removed all passengers to another ferry waiting in the Main Channel. Very well executed job.


Very little sleep for the crew that evening.


Just a couple of jobs during the day. At approximately 1530 a jetski rider arrived at the Base advising of a serious jetski accident on the Spit beach, Marine Rescue 2 and Marine Rescue 4 attended to treat a male adult and male child who had been hit from behind by another jetski. Multiple Police and QAS crews attended. Patients had soft tissue injuries. Good experience for First Responder trainee Annie as adult patient proved quite difficult to deal with, until dealt with by QPS.


Special thanks to those crew members who attended this day.



		5.9

		Australia Day Crew 26/1/17

Peter Barker


Duty Skipper

		6 crew in attendance.

No jobs in the evening, however, by 0400, the boat ramps were starting to fill due to the favourable forecast. Had 1st job, a tow of a jetski at around 0800. At 1005 a jetski rider arrived at the VMR pontoon with another injured rider aboard. He had been hit in the back by another jetski. QAS were called, Water Police attended. The patient was treated on the pontoon before being transported to hospital with a suspected spinal injury.

Several other activations throughout the day, tows of broken down vessels around the local area. Another very good crew and thank you to those members who attended.

Were tasked to assist the Water Police as a safety boat at the Broadwater Parklands fireworks in the evening, however, were stood down.





		6.0

		Management Reports

		Action/Outcome

		Officer



		6.1

		TREASURER

		Presented a Financial Report for last 2 months. Doing very well. Fuel still the greatest expense.

Keep up the great work.

		John Kaus



		6.2

		SECRETARY

		Nothing to report. Everything going well.

		Diana Gibson



		6.3

		VICE PRESIDENT

		Not present

		Martin Walsh



		6.4

		SEARCH & RESCUE COORDINATOR

		Not present, however Glenn advised that everything was going well.

		Merv Handley



		6.5

		RADIO OPERATORS CONTROLLER

		Not present

		Bev Weldon



		6.6

		COMMUICATIONS CONTROLLER

		No present

		John MacDonald



		6.7

		OPERATIONS CONTROLLER

		It has been a massively busy time since our last meeting, especially since New Year’s Day.

I would personally like to thank every single person who has contributed any time whatsoever in addition to their normal crew duties over this time. We have struggled at times, simply with the workload, however, we have gotten through unscathed, with no major damage to our vessels, or anyone else’s, and up until last weekend we hadn’t had any major problems with engines. Unfortunately for Blue Crew that couldn’t have come on a busier day.

To put things in perspective VMR Southport have done 202 job activations from December 1 to today, 7 February 2017.


Some of these jobs have been very notable and serious and there have been some very long distance jobs. It has certainly been the most diverse range of activations in my time with VMR.


I would like you all to take the time to read a couple of letters that are pinned on the notice board in the Radio Room. They are just a couple of jobs done by crews where the customers have written letters of thanks for jobs well done. Its very pleasing to get these, even though we know most of the work we do is appreciated. I have had only one phone call of complaint that didn’t really warrant a response, so well done everyone.


I also have an email from Gavin Peachey, the outgoing Officer in Charge of the Gold Coast Water Police thanking VMR for their assistance over his 12 months in the chair. The Gold Coast Water Police had no idea of the amount of jobs VMR Southport did. He wishes everyone well. There will be a temporary OIC for about a month. His name is Soren Widahl. In about a month or two there should be a permanent appointment.


On the subject of calling Water Police, we discussed with them again the difficulties of making contact with them through Beenleigh Comms. I have had luck recently with the Police Link no. 131444.  It has been answered very promptly and a Police Officer has then further contacted VMR very promptly. If you have trouble with Beenleigh Comms, try this number and see how you go. The Water Police have no issues with how you contact them, as long as you do if you feel Police are required.

QAS have also been very appreciative, given the increased number of times they have required VMR assistance.


The vessels have all run really well.


MARINE RESCUE 1 is fixed now after the weekend - the propellor bush on the Port Motor failed, unfortunately rendering it no go. The mechanic repaired this yesterday and checked the starboard motor as well, replacing the prop bush on this as a precaution.

The steering joystick alarm problem is now fixed also. Thank you for your patience with that, given repair parts had to be back-ordered.  The navigation screen on the drivers side has been replaced so everything should be good with that as well now.

Everything else is good with MR1


MARINE RESCUE 2 has run well. It was just getting its new engines fitted on the day of our December Forum meeting. It didn’t miss a beat over the holidays, and had its first service last week, along with a good high pressure clean and polish.


The mast light has been replaced and is working again. Water got into the fitting on the old one and shorted it out.


The old MR2 engines are still for sale if anyone is interested. The market just doesn’t want engines with as many hours as what those engines have. Its hard to get in peoples minds that they are 4 stroke and they go a lot longer than old 2 strokes, so hours aren’t a big issue. I will keep trying to sell them anyway.


MARINE RESCUE 3 - Unfortunately we have been plagued with punctures and leaks etc on the pontoons of this boat. It is off the water again now but will be going again for the weekend, hopefully.    As you are all aware Rex and his team of Bob Jordan, Merv Waters, Martin Lott and Roy did a mini refit on this a few weeks ago and it looks fantastic now. I keep getting comment after comment on how good it looks.  Please look after it and lets see if we can get another few years out of it. Great work guys


MARINE RESCUE 4 - This hasn’t missed a beat since its new engines were fitted. It had its 1st service last week as well.


We spoke at the Skippers Meeting a couple of weeks ago about getting this vessel antifouled due to the time it spends in the water and how dirty it gets. I will get that sorted over the next few weeks.


The engine gauges on this have now been fixed to show speed and they are integrated with the GPS.


Everyone is wearing the new crew shirts now - There are some complaints of them being hot, but given the wickedly hot weather we have had, that is to be expected, so let’s just see what happens when the weather cools down.


If anyone wants to buy more shirts I have plenty. See me later. Please don’t wear white shirts anymore.


I am going to a State Meeting on the weekend and the VMRAQ Executive are meeting with the Coastguard Executive regarding the pros and cons of amalgamation. I will keep you posted on what transpires.

Everything is going ok on that front. Gary Radford's vacant training position is currently being advertised. It is on SEEK if anyone wants to apply. There are some well and truly qualified people within this Squadron.


Lots of lost property - Please have a look if anything is yours.


The Sanctuary Cove and Gold Coast City Marina boat shows have been separated this year. I am currently working on the Gold Coast City Marina show on Friday 17 - Sunday 19 March. If you can spare 4 hours for a shift let me know. Separating these should give us a great result if the weather is fine. We only have a static display at Gold Coast City Marina, no boat transports.


I have been talking with Chris Hargreaves about repairing all the water drainage on the Lean Too. Water pours out of pipes when it rains, when it does rain, and we need to fix this ASAP. Unfortunately it will involve digging up lots of the pavers and the area will be a no go zone for a week or two, so please avoid the area when this happens. I will finalise this at the MC Meeting on Monday night. If my planned dates to fix this line up it may affect next months Forum Meeting, so I will keep you posted.


Everything else seems to be going well. Once again thanks to everyone for the huge effort.

		Glenn Norris



		6.8

		COMMITTEE MEMBER 1

		Not present

		Alan Coy



		6.9

		COMMITTEE MEMBER 2

		Not present

		Helen Stanfield



		6.10

		PRESIDENT

		Thanked everyone for their efforts of late..


Nothing else to report

		Dave Macdonald 



		6.11

		UNIT TRAINING 

CO-ORDINATOR

		Gary Radford – State Training Officer has resigned. As a result of this the Coxswains revalidation has been postponed until the new Trainer commences.

Requires all Duty Skippers to supply Ken with an audit of all Task Books, needs to happen ASAP.


New 2017 Taskbook has been released by AMSA. Should be a lot more user friendly. New copies should be here next week.


Would like to thank Mark Raff for supplying his Commercial vessel for crew members to mark of some Taskbook exercises. About 8 crewies participated

Reiterated that any VMR Southport Skipper can sign off tasks in the Taskbook for members, however they must physically see the person perform the task.



		Ken Gibbs





		7.0

		GENERAL BUSINESS

		ACTION BY



		

		Rex Scott  


Rex wants some members to step forward and assist with the gardens. A big effort has been made to get them where they are now. We have to maintain them with weed spraying etc. Summer has caused them to grow out of control, so a small bit of help will get them back to looking respectable


Guy Coubrough 


The 2017 training schedule has been emailed to Duty Skippers. Could you please ensure you get a copy.


An Elements of Shipboard Safety course starts 28 February. ALL new members should ensure they enrol and turn up for this element.

Good luck with training in 2017.


John Lang


John advised of his involvement with editing the materials on the Go-Pros. Reminded people to study how to use these before they do. Lots of pictures of feet and sky etc.


It was reminded to the meeting not to use Go-Pros when operating with QAS due to patient confidentiality.

		:


Everyone!


Webmaster


New 


Recruits





		8.0

		Lucky Door Prize –Steve McCosker





		Meeting Closed       2018 hours

		Next Meeting 1900 hrs on  Tuesday 07/03/17



		Minutes Signed          





		Next Forum Minutes Keeper is – Glenn Norris

Next Forum BBQ – BLACK  CREW
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